
DEVELOPING AN EARLY
YEARS PARENTING

COMMUNITY

"I 'm able to sit and chat

with a worker through

difficult times with

children."

"Coming into a bright

colourful place lifts

spirits and gives

energy... have made lots

of friends."

KEY INGREDIENTS
 

This activity provides a Facilitated Playtime for 3 mornings/afternoons each week and
for 3 hours each morning/afternoon (during school terms). The facilitated playtime
would meet the following requirements:

No cost to families
Flexible arrival and time for leaving for parents and extended hours (3 hour sessions)
Quality play space targeting children aged 0-3
Welcoming facilitator and hospitality (tea & coffee)
Integration of other services eg. parenting courses
Collaboration with other services to provide “warm referrals”
Utilization of effective learning and development tools such as Kimochis and Lapsit
Space allowing for parents to sit together at tables
Data collection and evaluation according to C4C requirements
Parents/carers and children engaged in the development, operation and evaluation
of the activity
Make available hard copy parent resource information about parenting tips/help
and also promotional material for local services for parents/families

CONTACT US
www.salisburyc4c.org.au

jane.swansson@aus.salvationarmy.org
karl.brettig@aus.salvationarmy.org

sarah.wieszyk@aus.salvationarmy.org



How do most people learn how to parent? They usually have learned very well from what 
their own parents did and often end up doing something similar. In some cases that works
quite well, in others not so. In times past grandparents, aunts and uncles, brothers and 
sisters and friends all made a significant contribution to child development. In these days of
increasing family and community breakdown and isolation, extended family and friends are
becoming less of a contributing factor and this is resulting in increasing family vulnerability. 
 
First steps attempts to provide a space for parents to participate in conversations where 
there are no “wrong answers” and each is free to share their joys and struggles with other
parents who understand their feelings. In these moments, long-lasting friendships are often
made on the common ground of finally being understood. They also have access to
information about many of the issues they are dealing with in their families and where 
they may be able to find further support. In the meantime, children from infancy through 
to school age experience a caring environment where they learn, sing, play and make 
crafts. By the time they finish the parents usually feel refreshed and better able to 
parent while the children encourage their parents to come back next time because 
they have had an enjoyable and 
stimulating playtime.

 
 

“Edwards et al (2007) has analyzed data from the Australian Longitudinal 
Study of Australian Children (LSAC) and shown that regardless of socioeconomic 
status, neighborhood factors such as social networks and supports for families and 
children are important predictors of parents’ mental health and marital relationship and 
children’s developmental outcomes.” (ARACY 2008, p 18-19).
 
The structural elements of peer support have been defined as ‘voluntary participation, informality, 
a non-medical framework, a flat hierarchy and consumer governance (Solomon 2004; Holter et al.
2004; Campbell 2004). 
Some important principles have also been identified:

The Peer Principle – involves developing an affiliation with a person with similar life experiences 
     and developing an equal relationship.

The Helping Principle – gaining mutual benefit from being helpful and supportive.
The empowerment principle denoted by finding hope and a belief that recovery is 

     possible, and taking a personal responsibility for making it happen.
The principle of individuals’ rights to make choices and participate in 

     decision making, skill development, positive risk taking, sense of 
     community, self help and developing of personal awareness. (Campbell 
     2004; Clay 2004; Penrose-Wall, Weavell, Goodrick & Casey 2009, p 7-8)

First Steps includes a semi-structured play time
combining gross motor and fine motor play, imagination, indoor and outdoor

play spaces, with informal opportunities for peer support. It has connected with
parenting groups, Kimochis, craft, mainly music and lapsit and has been operating

effectively at The Salvation Army Ingle Farm for 10 years.
 

Sixteen families were consulted at in December 2014 at First Steps. Ten were
mums (Malaysian, 3 Chinese, Japanese, Afghani, African, 3 Australian),

one mum was also a Family Day Care Educator. One was a grandmother,
and two were a mum/dad couple. Four had been coming for 18 months

or less and 5 for between 3 and 5 years. The most common comments
regarding the outcomes for carers were around friendships forming

and being emotionally encouraged, overwhelmingly regarding
the opportunity for their children to socialise with other children.

 
Some comments that represent the sentiment of

the group are as follows:
 

Outcomes for parents/caregivers:EVIDENCE 
BASE

A SAFE SPACE

WHAT WORKS?

Many women come here as a safe place to come, and are allowed
to, but living in situations of DV

Positive influence of others through messy divorce

People to speak to – worker and other women for advice and
encouragement

Able to give back/support others
Access to support for son with ADD

Able to sit and chat with worker and mums through difficult times
(sleeping, milk supply) with children – happy to share with others

Coming into a colourful, bright place lifts spirits and gives energy
Have made lots of friends

Outcomes for children:

Girls can express emotions e.g. happy/sad/worried/excited
Have contact with others beyond close family

Learnt fine motor skills & hand/eye coordination during craft
Socialisation skills through play with other children

Have made friends


